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Opposite: The living room, soothing dy design includes light
by Swaim and a gray-themed painting by Lawrence Kelsey.
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Master of Color,
Master of Design

W

When readers visit the website of Barbara Feinstein, owner and designer at B Fein Interiors, they
will likely come across a glowing quote from one
of her clients, claiming that Feinstein is “a master
with color.” In reality, color is only one aspect of her design expertise.
Feinstein speaks with the ease and confidence of a woman who knows
her craft inside and out, and is taking her clients along for the ride.
She has been transforming upscale homes for her clients in Westchester and Manhattan since 1999, and, while interior design is clearly an
art, the focus and attention to detail that Feinstein brings to her work
make it seem like an exact science—one that always produces exquisite
results.

Story by Lisa Gant
Photography by Scott Morris

Her primary goal is deceptively simple: to reflect the personal style of
her clients in beautiful, pleasing ways. She often incorporates furnishings her clients already own into her designs, pairing them with vibrant
colors, textures and accessories to make the home feel comfortable
and livable. Her approach is a methodical one, using design elements
such as rhythm, repetition, balance and shapes to enhance her clients’
preferences.
“I work with a lot of first-time homeowners,” she says, “so I often
combine their personal style with my ‘designer’s toolbox,’ which are
concepts we learn in design school that homeowners might not be
aware of on their own. These include subtle ways of making a space
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come together and feel more cohesive.”
One example of Feinstein’s aesthetic at work is in a home
she recently designed for an executive couple and their family who had been transferred back to the U.S. from Dubai.
Feinstein was asked to create a space that was reminiscent of
the beach, since that was where the clients first met. In this
home, the color palette is inspired by various shades of sand
and sky, and therefore features a number of browns, blues and
grays. While the project appears simple on its face, achieving
a beach-inspired look without the use of traditional clichés
such as shells and boat anchors proved to be a challenge. It
was a challenge, however, that Feinstein was eager to tackle.
The two-story foyer showcases several of Feinstein’s signature design elements, such as the use of color in unexpected
places. She painted the ceiling light blue, a soothing hue that
is suggestive of the sea. It is the type of bold choice that
can elicit skepticism from her clients, yet, when matched with
other flashes of blue in the room’s accessories, creates a cohesive look that is particularly striking. Feinstein also chose
to fill the volume of the space in a way that felt pleasing, featuring circular objects such as a large, round chandelier from
Currey & Company, an entry hall table from Hickory Chair
and a patterned rug. The tension between the light fixture
and the table is evident here, with the floral arrangement adding a softer touch that makes the space feel cozy.
At 600 square feet, the family room is an impressive space
that, in the wrong designer’s hands, could either feel cramped
and overstuffed with furniture, or empty and intimidating.
Feinstein, however, achieves the perfect balance of roominess
and comfort by creating two separate, well-defined sitting
areas: a grouping by the fireplace and another in the enterEast Coast Home + Design
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The family room has multiple focal points and includes two
and another in the entertainment area of the space.
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The greatest joy I experience as a designer is when a client walks
into the room and is completely floored by how much the space has
been transformed. That’s the moment I work toward every day.
tainment area of the space. A custom beige sectional with a mixture
of custom and retail pillows makes the entertainment space ideal for
large family gatherings, while a cluster of light blue accent chairs near
the fireplace allows for more intimate socializing. Even the extended
coffee table, with its cut corners and welcoming shape, was designed
with child safety and easy movement in mind. Feinstein also tied in
unique accessories, opting for an octagon-shaped light mixture and
mirror hanging over the fireplace. A custom, light blue gray rug from
Delos Rugs pairs well with a Trowbridge Gallery triptych featuring a
pier. Finally, she retrofitted a coffered ceiling into the room to add a
sense of elegance and comfort.
The kitchen and kitchen eating areas presented concerns similar to
those in the family room. Both of Feinstein’s clients come from large
families, so ample entertaining space was a must both in the family
room and the kitchen. Although Feinstein didn’t design the room’s
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layout, she did change its function so it would accommodate a crowd
when necessary. For example, she added a bench-made table from
Bausman & Company and secondary seating at the kitchen counter
area—custom leather barstools with decorative ring pulls—which
allow the counter to function like a second island. In addition, silver crab accents are displayed on the kitchen shelves, a nod to more
conventional beach design. Lastly, Feinstein established a flow to the
home’s exterior, and used shades of blue and cream to tie in with the
color scheme throughout the rest of the house.
The formal dining room features even more of the atypical design
choices that Feinstein used to enhance the room. Since continuity
and flow are critical factors in her designs, she paired a nontraditional
pale blue rug sourced through Kaoud Carpets and Rugs with gray
window treatments that resembled the color of wet sand. She also
added subtle details to the furniture, monogramming the names of
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A comfortable sitting area in the master bedroom includes
a Star of India ottoman from Pearson Furniture, along with
custom pillows featuring fabrics from Zimmer & Rohde.

her clients on the back of the host and hostess chairs to make the
space feel more personal. The silver gray chenille chairs complement
the window treatments and add texture, and the four-sided seating
area is conducive for pleasant, inclusive conversation. Delicate accents
like a tree-themed triptych, a circular gold mirror, hurricanes by Dessau Brass, Inc. and a chandelier from the Lillian August Collection add
just the right color contrast to make the room feel rich and inviting.
The master bedroom, unlike much of the rest of the home, was an area
that required more restraint. Here, Feinstein created a feature wall using a dramatic silver and gray wallpaper within a frame. Limiting the
design to one wall makes the look feel custom and intentional without
being overwhelming. A simple four-poster bed from Hickory Chair
with cream and beige linens from Legacy Linens complete the space.
Like any experienced designer, Feinstein takes pride in noticing the
little details that others might miss. Every space in her clients’ home
is attended to, she points out—even transitional spaces that might
otherwise be ignored. A back hallway that serves as a pass-through
between entertaining spaces becomes a place to feature a table and
mirror from Chelsea House and decorative gold vases. A sitting area
created in the guest bedroom uses a chair and mirror with similar
shapes, creating a pleasing and calming effect. No corner is neglected
by Barbara Feinstein, who saw and capitalized on the potential in every
area of her clients’ home.
Feinstein’s newest venture, in Bedford Hills, requires her to make even
54

more bold choices, using reds, yellows and other unusual colors to
bring out the best in a space. She insists, however, that she is enthusiastic about every job she undertakes.
“Every project has its own unique elements,” she says, “but I always
enjoy having clients as my inspiration, and turning their homes into
a successful reflection of who they are. The greatest joy I experience
as a designer is when a client walks into the room and is completely
floored by how much the space has been transformed. That’s the moment I work toward every day.”
Resources
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